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Dear Sir or Madam 

STlHL Pty LM -Notification of Exclusive Dealing 

We act for STlHL Pty Ltd. 

Please find enclosed: 

1. Form G - Notification of Exclusive Dealing from STlHL Pty Ltdfor lodgement; and 

2. cheque to the ACCC in the sum of $2,500 for the lodgement fee. 

Please contact me if you require any additional information. 

Yours faithfully 

p DI ect line: 

Encls. 



Form G 
Commoniealth of Australia 

Trade Practices Act 1974 -subsection 93 (I) 

NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Trade Practices Act 1974, of 
particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), 
(6). (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

r 1. Applicant 

(a) Name of person givlng notice: 

r\14%3*3 STIHL Pty Ltd ABN 76 004 881 145 (STIHL). 

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person: 

STlHL is the licensor of and supplier to a network of specialist and nonexclusive 
dealers of power equipment in Australia (Dealers). Each Dealer is appointed 
pursuant to a written agreement with STlHL (Dealer Agreement). All Dealers 
operate independent outdoor power equipment businesses and may stock and sell 
non-STIHL products in addition to STlHL products, subject to the limited restrictions 
detailed below in paragraph l(b). 

Dealers may acquire from STIHL, and may sell, STlHL and Viking branded outdoor 
power equipment (STIHL Products) and spare parts and accessories for such 
equipment at a retail level, in conjunction with STIHL's trademarks and other 
intellectual property. 

STlHL is the Australian subsidiary of the German company, STlHL International 
GmbH (which is in turn a subsidiary of Andreas STIHLAG & Co. KG), which is an 
outdoor power equipment manufacturer. STlHL acts as the Australian distributor of 
such products, and sells STlHL Products, spare parts and accessories for STlHL 
Products and other workshop tools, to Dealers at a wholesale level. The price paid by 
Dealers for STlHL Products is STIHL's ordinary wholesale price (subject to 
fluctuations for market promotions etc). 

Dealers fall into 3 categories: 

. 'Non-Imaged Dealers", who are not restricted in the types of nonSTlHL 
products that they can stock (except that their stock must be generally 
consistent with that supplied in other outdoor power equipment businesses); 

. 'Imaged Dealers", whose premises are branded with the STlHL trademark 
and who are restricted from stocking products that are directly competitive 
with STIHL's core range of branded chainsaws (being the 'Competitive 
Products" referred to in exclusive dealing notification number N40607); and 

. 'STIHL Shop Dealers", who have elected to operate their dealership under a 
business name that Incorporates the words 'STIHL Shop" and who cannot 



stock "Competitive Products" or products that are substitutable with STIHL's 
core range of branded chainsaws. 

(c) Address in Australia for sewice o f  documents on that person: 

5 Kingston Park Court, Knoxfield, Victoria 3180, 

2. Nomed arrangement 

(a) Description of the goods orsewices in relation to the supply or  acquisition 
o f  which this notice relates: 

The notification relates to the: 

supply of goods and services by STiHL to Dealers in STIHL's capacity as 
licensor of the Dealer network, and in its capacity as a supplier of STlHL 
Products and Genuine STlHL Parts; and 

acquisition by Dealers of Copy Parts. 

'Copy Parts" means any spare or replament part or component for a STlHL 
Product that: - is manufactured or supplied by a party other than STlHL or its related bodies 

corporate; 

is intended to be used in substitution for a part or component manufactured 
or supplied by STlHL or its related bodies corporate (Genuine STIHL Part); 
and 

may infringe any copyright, trade mark, patent or other intellectual property 
right held by STIHL. STlHL International GmbH, Andreas STlHL AG & Co. 
KG or any other member of the STlHL group of companies, or is otherwise 
deceptively similar to a Genuine STlHL Part; 

and exdudes Generic Parts. 'Generic Parts" are spare or replacement parts or 
components that comprise consumables (e.g. oils) or are otherwise not specific to 
STlHL Products (that is, they could equally be used in a STlHL Product as in any 
other similar product, for example chainsaw chains and spark plugs). 

(b) Description o f  the conduct o r  proposed conduct: 

Proposed conduct 

STlHL proposes to prohibit Dealers from stocking or selling Copy Parts, or from 
using Copy Parts in the selvidng of STlHL Products. 

Dealers can currently, to differing extents, stock and sell products that are not 
STlHL Products (refer to the categories of Dealers set out in paragraph l(b)). 
STlHL will not seek to prevent Dealers from stocking or selling spare parts or 
components for nonSTlHL Products. (Note that such parts and components do 
not fall within the definition of Copy Parts). 

Relevant tenns of the Dealer Agreement 

Relevant to this notification and the proposed conduct is clause 7.1(3) of the 
current Dealer Agreement, which states that Dealers must: 



comply with all policies and guidelines specified by STlHL from time to 
time in relation to or connected directly or indirectly with the marketing, 
promotion, sale, repair, maintenance or servicing of Products ... 

STIHL proposes to introduce a policy and amend the Dealer Agreement to 
explicitly prohibit Dealers from stocking or selling Copy Parts (including using such 
parts when sewiang STlHL Products). 

Either STlHL or a Dealer may terminate a Dealer Agreement on 60 days' written 
notice. 

Trade Practices Act implications 

The proposed conduct falls within the first limb of the definition of exclusive dealing 
in section 47 of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) (Act), as STlHL proposes to: 

supply or uffer to supply STlHL Products, Genuine STIHL Parts, accessories 
for STlHL Products and associated goods, and its services as licensor, on 
the condition that Dealers do not acquire or re-supply Copy Parts; and 

= refuse to supply STlHL Products, Genuine STlHL Parts, accessories for 
STlHL Products and associated goods, and its services as licensor, if 
Dealers have acquired or re-supplied Copy Parts (or have not agreed not to 
do so). 

However, as outlined in the remainder of this notification, STlHL contends that: 

the proposed conduct will not contravene section 47 of the Act as it does not 
have the purpose, effect or likely effect of substantially lessening competition 
in any relevant market; or 

= if the Commission finds that the proposed conduct wwld cause a substantial 
lessening of competition in any relevant market, the public benefit resulting 
from the proposed conduct would oulweigh any public detriment caused by 
the lessening of competition. 

m 3. Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the notified 
conduct 

(a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 

All Dealers. 

(b) Number of those persons: 

(i) At present time: 405 Dealers. 

(il) Estimated within the next year: 412 Dealers. 

(c) Where number of persons stated In Item 3 (b) (I) is less than 50, their names 
and addresses: 

There are currently more than 50 Dealers in the STlHL network. 
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4. Public benafit clalms 

(a) Arguments in support of notification: 

See paragraph 4(b) below. 

(b) Facts and evldence relied upon in support of these clalms: 

Misleading of consumers 

The market for the sale of outdoor power equipment in Australia is fiercely 
competitive. STlHL has invested significant resources wer  more than 30 years in 
differentiating its brand from that of its competitors, and establishing its reputation 
as a provider of superior products and expert customer service. For example, 
STIHL: 

= requires all Dealers to provide expert repair and maintenance services in 
respect of all STlHL Products; 

requires that its Dealers and their staff successfully complete training in the 
pre-delivery, maintenance, repair and safe use of STlHL Products; and 

= does not supply boxed STlHL Products to retailers who are unable to 
comply with its pre-delivery and after sales servicing requirements. 

Accordingly. consumers frequent STIHL dealerships knowing that: 

they can be sure that they are purchasing genuine STlHL products and 
parts; 

Genuine STIHL Parts will be used in the repair of STlHL Products; and 

= they can obtain the expert advice and after sales maintenance and repair 
services offered by Dealers. 

If Copy Parts are sold in STlHL Dealerships, STlHL considers that consumers are 
likely to purchase such products under the misapprehension that they are Genuine 
STlHL Parts, or have been endorsed by STIHL. In many instances, a visual ? 
inspection will not differentiate between a Copy Part and a Genuine STlHL Part. 
Indeed, Copy Parts are often required to be visually identical to Genuine STlHL 
Parts in order to fit the relevant STlHL Product. The risk of confusion is heightened 
by the fact that Copy Parts often do not bear the location or name of their 
manufacturer and are often sold without labelling or packaging. The prospect for 
consumers to be misled where Copy Parts are used in the servicing process is 
wen greater, given that they may never inspect the relevant replacement part. 

Consumer safety 

STlHL Products are commonly used in situations that require high performance 
and reliability, as any minor defect in a product or part can have highly dangerous 
consequences. In light of this, STlHL invests significant resources in testing STlHL 
Products and Genuine STIHL Parts to ensure that they meet STIHL's safety and 
operational standards and any applicable statutory requirements. Approximately 
10% of STIHL's revenue is annually invested in researching and developing STlHL 
Products and Genuine STlHL Parts, whichas far as STlHL is aware, substantially 
exceeds the amount spent by any other outdoor power equipment manufacturer. 
Moreover, Andreas STlHL AG 8 Co. KG employs over 350 engineers in its 
German research and development division, and opened a dedicated research and 
development centre approximately 5 years ago at a cost of over $150 million. 



STIHL is unable to verify the quality or performance of Copy Parts, or their 
effectiveness in operating within STIHL Products. Similarly, STlHL cannot 
establish whether or not Copy Parts are manufactured to Australian standards, or 
that one batch of a Copy Part will operate in the same way as another batch. 
However, if stocked by Dealers for use with STlHL Products, consumers are very 
likely to assume that STlHL has investigated these issues and approved the part 
for use with its products. STlHL is concerned that consumers misunderstand that 
when they purchase a Non-Genuine Part, STlHL is not warranting the performance 
or safety of that part or the repair of a STlHL Product where a Non-Genuine Part is 
used. 

Price and value considerations 

As STlHL is unable to establish the quality of Copy Parts, it is similarly unable to 
verify whether or not their retail price retlects their true value. Accordingly, 
consumers may pay more for Copy Parts than they should. The scope for price 
exploitation is especially apparent where the parts are sold from a premier outlet, 
such as a STlHL dealership. 

Extended warranty 

With all STlHL Products, STlHL provides a contractual warranty that exceeds the 
statutory warranties that it, or its Dealers, is required to prwide. 

As part of its commitment to provide superior service to its customers. STlHL also 
warrants repair work conducted by its Dealers during the warranty period. This is 
obviously of benefit to consumers in that they can daim against a STlHL warranty 
at any STlHL dealership, irrespective of whether the daim relates to a defect in a 
STlHL Product or the standard of repair work provided by a Dealer. 

STlHL is able to warrant the quality of the sewices provided by its Dealers as it has 
confidence in their standards of workmanship and the performance of Genuine 
STlHL Parts. H-er, if Dealers were able to use Copy Parts when servicing 
STlHL Products, STlHL would be commercially unable to prwide this extended 
warranty as it is unable to verify the quality of Copy Parts. 

Brand protection 

STlHL has differentiated itself from its competitors on the basis of the superior 
quality and reliability of its products, and the comprehensive service and care 
offered by its Dealers. STlHL invests heavily in Australia in promoting its brand 
and products and is proactive in terms of complying with emerging safety and 
emissions global standards. 

If supplied in STlHL dealerships, the manufacturers and suppliers of Copy Parts 
would unjustly benefit from STlHCs reputation in the market and the foot traffic 
within STlHL dealerships. Conversely, if a Copy Part supplied by a Dealer did not 
perform to the standards expected of a Genuine STlHL Part, this would have a 
significant negative impact on STIHL's brand and market position. 

Emissions clalms and environmental profile 

In the 'STIHL Green Brochure'(available at www.STIHL.com.au), STlHL makes a 
variety of daims in relation to the emissions produced by STlHL Products, fuel 
usage and their compliance with the requirements of the Environmental Protection 
Agency and the California Air Resources Board. Such daims may not be correct 
where Copy Parts are used. 



The purchasing decisions of consumers are increasingly informed by suppliers' 
environmental profiles. By purchasing Copy Parts from a Dealer, consumers may 
mistakenly believe that they are supporting STIHL's environmental endeavours. 

5. Market definition 

(a) Provide a description o f  the markeys) In which the goods or services 
described at 2(a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or  acquisition of the 
relevant goods or  services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): 

Market definition 

The market can be described as the market for the sale, supply and maintenance 
of outdoor power equipment in Australia (being products such as chainsaws, line 
trimmers, brush cutters, blowers, high pressure water cleaners vacuum units, 
hedge trimmers, cut-off saws, earth augers, drills and multi-purpose tools 
comprising interchangeable parts) (Outdoor Power Equipment). 

The market indudes the provision of maintenance and repair services for Outdoor 
Power Equipment, as well as the sale of parts and components to consumers for 
'do it yourself repairs and maintenance. 

In some instances, the market may be limited to a geographical region (e.g. in 
regional areas, or where an item of Outdoor Power Equipment is not widely 
available or requires specialist servicing). 

Impact o f  proposed conduct on  competition in the market 

STlHL maintains that it will not be in breach of section 47 of the Act by engaging in 
the proposed conduct, as it does have the purpose, effect or likely effect of 
substantially lessening competition in the market. A substantial lessening of 
competition will usually occur if the conduct changes the structure of the market, for 
example, changes market share or increases barriers to entry, which is to the 
detriment of consumers. 

STIHL's reasons for the above contention are as fdlows: 

= The purpose of the proposed conduct is not to reduce competition, but 
rather to: 

- reduce the chance of consumers being mislead to believe that Copy 
Parts are manufactured or endorsed by STIHL; 

- reduce the opportunityfor consumers to be overcharged for Copy 
Parts; 

- maintain STIHL's high safety standards, and ensure that consumers 
are not exposed to unnecessary dangers when using STlHL Produds; 

- protect the longstanding goodwill in the STlHL brand and trust in the 
standards of STIHL Products and the service provided by Dealers. In 
doing so, STlHL aims to increase brand loyally and the sales of STlHL 
Products and Genuine STlHL Parts, and the vdume of servicing of 
STlHL Products performed by Dealers; 
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- prevent the manufacturers and suppliers of Copy Parts from 'free 
riding' on STIHL's brand reputation and extensive promotional 
campaigns; and 

- ensure that STIHL's commitments in relation to emissions and the 
production of 'eco-friendly' power tools are not compromised, and that 
consumers are not mislead as to the environmental impact of STlHL 
Products. 

= In engaging in the proposed conduct, STlHL does not intend to prevent 
manufacturers and suppliers of Copy Partsfrom entering the market, or 
parties other than Dealers from selling or using Copy Parts. Indeed the 
market for Outdoor Power Equipment is highly competitive. Outdoor Power 
Equipment, and parts and components for such equipment, are widely 
available at hardware stores (including chains such as Bunnings and Mitre 
lo), lawnmower and farm equipment suppliers, motorcycle stores and other 
specialty outlets. Such stores: 

- stock a wide range of Generic Parts; 

- may also stock Copy Parts; and 

- often offer maintenance and repair services for Outdoor Power 
Equipment, induding STlHL Products. 

STlHL estimates that there are over 2,000 retailers of Outdoor Power 
Equipment in Australia. 

= Copy Parts are also increasingly available wer the internet, induding on 
eBay. The numbers of suppliers specialising in the sale of non-genuine 
parts for Outdoor Power Equipment are also increasing, with the 
sophistication of their copies making the identification of non-genuine parts 
more difficult. 

= Given the number of retail outlets for Outdoor Power Equipment, 
accessories and parts, and the emergence of the internet as an accessible 
distribution channel, the proposed conduct comprises no significant barrier 
to market entry. 

6. Public detriments 

(a) Detrlments to the public resulting or likely to result from the notification, in 
particular the likely effect of the notified conduct on the prices of the goods 
or services described at 2 (a) above and the prices of goods or services in 
other affected markets: 

See paragraph 6(b) below. 

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

STlHL does not perceive that the proposed conduct will have any impact on the price 
of STlHL Products, Genuine STlHL Parts, Copy Parts, Generic Parts or other items of 
Outdoor Power Equipment. 

The choice of consumers in acquiring Copy Parts may be marginally affected, due to 
Copy Parts not being available from Dealers, and Dealers being unable to service 
STIHL Products using Copy Parts. 

- 



Additionally, in order to compare prices for Genuine STlHL Parts and Copy Parts, or 
purchase Copy Parts, consumers will be required to visit a non-STIHL outdoor power 
equipment dealer or other retailer, or utilise the internet. 

However, STlHL contends that although the above factors may inconvenience some 
consumers, it will not create an overall public detriment and it is outweighed by the 
public benefit of the proposed conduct. 

Further information 

(a) Name, postal address and contact telephone details of the person authorised 
to provide additional information in relation to this notification: 

Greg Hipwell, Partner, Deacons 
Level 15, 485 Bourke Street, Melbourne, Victoria 3000 
Direct line: (03) 8686 6501 
Email: greg.hipwell@deacons.wm.au 

Dated: 16 July 2009 

Signed on behalf of the applicant 
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DIRECTIONS 

1. In lodging this form, applicants must include all information, induding supporting evidence 
that they wish the Commission to take into account in assessing their notification. 

Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, the 
information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and signed by or 
on behalf of the applicant. 

If the notice is given by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the corporation is to be 
inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the notice, and the notice is to 
be signed by a person authorised by the corporation to do so. 

Describe that part of the business of the person giving h e  notice in the course of the 
which the conduct is engaged in. 

If particulars of a condition or of a reason of the type referred to in section 47 of the Trade 
Practices Act 1974 have been reduced in whole or in part to writing, a copy of the witing 
is to be provided with the notice. 

Describe the business or consumers likely to be affected by the conduct. 

State an estimate of the highest number of persons with whom the entity giving the notice 
is likely to deal in the course of engaging in the conduct at any time during the next year. 

Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result from the 
proposed conduct induding quantification of those benefits where possible. 

Prwide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the notified conduct, in particular 
having regard to goods or services that may be substitutes for the good or service that is 
the subject matter of the notification. 

9. Provide details of the detriments to the public which may result from the proposed conduct 
including quantification of those detriments where possible. 
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